VCE STUDIO ARTS - TOP ARTS EXCURSION 2012

All student studying Unit 1 or 3 Studio Arts are required to participate in a city excursion to The Season of Excellence and a sculpture walk through the CBD. This includes trips, Top Arts which features a representative sample of works created by outstanding VCE students in 2011 and a walk to view the free sculptures that are on display throughout the CBD in an effort for the students to gain more exposure to what is available in Melbourne in the Arts. Students will be traveling independently by train to the city. If students require supervised transport Ms Kinnersley will be on the first carriage on the train departing Dandenong Station at 8:15am.

DAY ITINERARY

9.00am Meet front of 7/11 at Federation Square
9.20am Melbourne Sculpture Walk including Graffiti Lane
11.00am Explore NGV Ian Potter Gallery- Free Exhibitions
12.00pm Lunch
1.00pm Top Arts talk, guided tour and folio viewing
3.30pm Dismissed from Flinders St Station